Cambio a Flor de Piel

which roughly translates from Spanish into English as “Changing the flower’s skin”, is a short movie explaining how the science of the past can help us achieve a better future. The movie uses a unique media format to transmit science – the mixture of bodypainting, music, and poetry – transforming science into emotions and appealing to our artistic sides. The movie is directed by Graciela Gil-Romera (@gilromera) and Alejandra Vicente de Vera (@jani_vdv), part-time artists as well as scientists in the Palaeoenvironments and Global Change group at the Pyrenean Institute of Ecology (IPE-CSIC) (@PaleoIPE). Watch the video, with multilingual subtitles: youtube.com/watch?v=rnRfbOZ-ui0

Weathered History

is a digital exhibition showing the material side of past climate change. Climate history is visualized using objects from 12,000 years of human history. On display are diverse testimonies from a wide range of countries, from cave paintings to sometimes curious technical inventions, such as the “dandy horse”, and weather reports on cigarette packets from Hong Kong. The exhibition, which is available in German and English, was created by the Leibniz Institute for the History and Culture of Eastern Europe (GWZO), in cooperation with PAGES’ Climate Reconstruction and Impacts from the Archives of Societies (CRIAS) working group: pastglobalchanges.org/crias. Watch Weathered History: artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/weathered-history/hwJiMeBgl6ZDLg?hl=en

For further insights into some scientific research topics, exhibitions, books, and videos, go to the Outreach section of the Institut de recherche en sciences de l’environnement (IPSL) website: ipsl.fr/en/Outreach
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